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Despite increasing demand for technology that makes pricing and trading
structured products more efficient, the biggest initiatives in the past year have
been the integration of regulatory edicts and the creation of individual and
multi-dealer platforms around which future practice will be based. Clive Davidson
analyses the results of this year’s Structured Products Technology Rankings
>

At first glance, market developments might seem to lessen the requirement for
advanced technology in structured products, but that is not the case. For
instance, the move to simpler, lower-margin products could suggest a reduced need for
complex modelling, whereas it in fact increases the requirement for accuracy in pricing
if profits are to be achieved. Likewise, the regulatory drive to greater transparency and
disclosure encourages a more automated environment because technology enables
the capture of audit trails of the product selection workflow and execution process.
Meanwhile, with interest rates close to historic lows and credit spreads tight,
sophisticated technology can be an essential tool in helping generate attractive yields
for investors and providing market players an edge.
Given this context, it is clear why technology is playing an increasingly important
role in structured products. The 2014 Structured Products Technology Rankings reveals
which vendors the industry has found most helpful in meeting the challenges of the
past 12 months. And in a potentially significant new development, several technology
vendors are taking a further step to become players in the market themselves, by
launching pioneering multi-dealer structured products platforms.
Where once vendors may have tried to push new technologies onto institutions,
now many participants are themselves demanding access to the latest developments,
says Satyam Kancharla, chief strategy officer and senior vice-president of the client
solutions group at New York-based Numerix, which was once again the overall winner
in the rankings, making a clean sweep of first places in the pricing and risk categories,
as well as picking up first places in the risk management and other categories.
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Kancharla cites the use of cloud technology, where Numerix made an
early move to adapt its analytics to operate in a cloud environment but
now finds clients taking the initiative and demanding cloud abilities. One
bank has gone so far as to institute a ‘cloud first’ policy, whereby it will
favour cloud-based applications in any selection process. And hand in
hand with the demand for cloud delivery of software is a requirement for
web-based interfaces for applications and the ability to operate on any
device, including touchscreen-based tablets and even smartphones. This
“consumerisation of IT” is driven by end-users who now expect to have
the same experience in terms of intuitive ease of use of application
interfaces in all areas of their activities, says Kancharla.
Paris-based Pricing Partners has shot up the rankings to second place
overall and is hot on the heels of Numerix across all pricing and analytics
categories. Until recently, the vendor’s main client base has been in
northern Europe and the UK, with a foothold in Asia. However, this could
expand significantly following its acquisition in June 2013 by global
financial information and technology company Thomson Reuters. Pricing
Partners’ derivative products valuation, pricing tools and risk analytics are
being added to Thomson Reuters’ pricing service, as well as its Eikon
financial terminal. Meanwhile, Thomson Reuters’ global sales and support
staff will enable Pricing Partners to enter markets that were previously
beyond its reach, such as the US, the Middle East, South Africa, Australia
and other parts of Asia, says the technology vendor’s general manager,
Xavier Deschamps.
The acquisition by Thomson Reuters has not deflected Pricing Partners
from continuing to evolve its models and technology, particularly in
terms of scalability of computation and transparency of modelling, not
only for valuation but also for analysing risk. For instance, it has upgraded
its calculation abilities in response to the need for intraday valuation of

Numerix now finds clients
taking the initiative and
demanding cloud abilities.
One bank has gone so far as to
institute a ‘cloud first’ policy,
whereby it will favour cloudbased applications in any
selection process
portfolios where fund administrators and others now have a regulatory
obligation to declare net asset value of their funds at a certain point in
the day. And the trend towards greater simplicity in products has led the
company to revisit the basics of structuring and add more sophistication
to some of the fundamental tools, such as yield curve modelling. To this
end, it has added support for the Nelson Siegel Svensson model, which is
recognised for its flexibility and stability at long-dated maturities.
London-based Misys took third place overall once again this year,
polling strongly across pricing and analytics, trading systems and risk
management categories. The company highlights the challenge that
many of its structured products clients have faced over the past 12
months in adapting to the new regulatory framework for over-thecounter derivatives pricing in a central clearing environment with
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collateralisation. “The ability to maintain a cross-asset, multi-currency
collateralised framework for consistent pricing is key in today’s market,”
says Tat Fung, head of financial engineering at Misys in New York.
New York-based Bloomberg, which took fourth place overall in the
rankings, topping the credit, equities and rates trading systems
categories, has responded to the transaction reporting guidelines in the
European Market Infrastructure Regulation (Emir) with an Emir trade
reporting application that allows users to readily submit trades executed
both on and off the
Bloomberg
Professional service
without the need to
invest in additional
systems or
infrastructure. It also
recently integrated
LCH.Clearnet’s
derivatives margin
calculator with its
analytics and trading
platforms.
“Subscribers can
now access the
[derivatives margin
calculator ] tool to
simulate their portfolios’
Steven O’Hanlon, CEO, Numerix
exposure to risk factors
and perform instantaneous, consistent margin approximations prior to
clearing, thus allowing them to meet US Dodd-Frank clearing mandates,”
says José Ribas, London-based global head of derivatives and structured
products at Bloomberg.
Paris-based Murex held its fifth place spot from last year, topping the
collateral management category as well as the commodities and
cross-asset trading system categories. The company has continued to
focus on improving its pricing models and the computational abilities of
its cross-asset front-to-back office system. The shift in the market to
simpler products trading in high volumes but with low margins leads to a
requirement for pricing and calculation of risk factors that is not only
more accurate but more frequent as well, says Pierre Spatz, head of
analytics at Murex.
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“The market has been accustomed to managing the risk of exotic
portfolios in batch mode, with reports produced overnight and traders
making approximations during the day to account for market
movements,” says Spatz. Now there is a demand to update portfolio
valuations with new market data intraday. In addition, risk management
is demanding stricter compliance with limits across multiple factors. This
not only requires scalable technology architecture and high performance
computational ability, but is also leading to a convergence between
trading and risk management, he says.
“For years there has been a strict differentiation between the models
used in the front office and the models of the risk department, but now
there is convergence between the two,” says Spatz. To support this, Murex
has developed a portfolio management system called LiveBook that is
able to revalue a portfolio under two
different models simultaneously and
show the results on the same screen.
Users can also view the same portfolio
valued using different market data,
interpolation techniques or other
factors to gain deeper insight. “In the
next 12 months, we foresee a big
demand for a system that is rich in
content and usable by both risk and
the front office,” he says.
Murex is known for its leading edge
engineering – for example, it has
pioneered the use of Nvidia graphical
processing units (GPUs) for
turbo-charging modelling calculations.
The company is investing in research
and development of so-called ‘big data’
technology that could help with data
aggregation for real-time risk
calculations such as value-at-risk and potential future exposure (PFE) for
portfolios that are large or include complex products. It is also working
with Intel on the application of its new Xeon Phi parallel processing chip,
which promises a new generation of flexible, high performance
computation, says Spatz.
A company that is building up a strong track record in turning some of
the challenges of the structured products market into business
opportunities is the winner of the client interface and e-commerce
platform category, Tel Aviv-based Modelity Technologies. Take the issue
of regulation, where authorities, particularly in the US, UK and Europe,
have been implementing stringent capital and compliance regimes.
Modelity has developed a product governance module for its Modelity/
Structures system to help issuers comply with the new regulations and
guidance. The module provides ad hoc stress-testing that calculates
performance probabilities based on historical and future market data
and expectations. It also enables issuers to set tests and quantitative
criteria for products to ensure they are suitable for each target customer
segment. The module is already used in the UK by a tier-one global bank,
says Eran Elad, vice-president of sales, structured products, at Modelity.
To help such institutions overcome the cost of entry, Modelity recently
launched an outsourced service that supports the generation of products,
sales, compliance and other fundamental elements of a structured
products business. Bank of Jerusalem is piloting the service. Other areas

where the company has recently introduced technology is an asset
allocation system that enables structured products to be included in the
allocation process, and an optimisation engine for structured mortgage
selection for markets where mortgages are structured products.
Another huge challenge has been the increase in complexity of market
and credit risk, and the need to factor this in to the pricing of derivatives,
including the use of multiple discount curves and the cost of collateralisation and funding in the new centrally cleared regime. Like other
vendors of pricing, trading and risk management systems,
Pennsylvania-based SunGard has had to upgrade its applications to support
multi-curve discounting, credit valuation adjustment, debit valuation
adjustment and funding valuation adjustment. The company took seventh
place overall in the rankings based on its results in the trading systems and
risk management categories.
“Valuing credit carefully so that
every deal with an OTC counterparty
[properly reflects the risk] is becoming
fundamental to pricing structured
products correctly,” says Tim Dodd,
senior vice-president and product
manager, trading, in SunGard’s Capital
Markets business. “For larger
organisations, assigning credit
valuation adjustments deal by deal
ensures good pricing of structured
deals.” This requires a high
performance calculation engine –
something that SunGard has focused
attention on, as well as providing
comprehensive support for the full
structuring, pricing, distribution,
trading, clearing, risk management
and reporting process. “As the
structured products industry has evolved towards a more standardised
environment, the ability to properly cover all the requirements in an
efficient and cost effective way for the end users is a critical factor for a
technology vendor’s success,” says Dodd.
Meanwhile, the requirements of risk managers is converging with that
of portfolio managers as risk managers increasingly want to understand
the whole structure with the same level of granularity as portfolio
managers, says Andy Aziz, director with responsibility for financial
engineering, research and on-cloud solutions at IBM Risk Analytics, which
placed eighth in this year’s rankings. “Previously, risk managers were more
content to look at the risk of structured products at an aggregate level,
but now they want to be able to assess the allocation of exposures within
the structure itself,” says Aziz.
With difficult conditions for investors almost everywhere, technology
vendors are reporting increased interest in their systems to support
structured products. For example, demand has increased in North
America, which has been relatively quiet in recent years, says Rick Phillips,
structured rates product manager at California-based Calypso
Technology, which came in tenth in the overall rankings this year. “The
demand for technology to support structured products business in North
America has been driven by more activity around these products in the
retail space – with low yields and high stock market prices, investors
essentially want to take advantage of market gains, but want some
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principal protection at the same time,” says Dodd.
Calypso is also seeing a demand for technology on the back of a
resurgence in retail structured products in Asia, where there is an
emphasis on forex and equity structures. In Europe, there is a demand for
forex structured notes, with investors particularly looking for exposure to
non-Eurozone regions, such as Scandinavia. In Latin America, particularly
Brazil, products such as structured operations certificates are increasing
in popularity. “Fundamentally, there is innovation in these markets, and I
think we’ll continue to see that in 2014,” says Phillips. (risk.net/2329594)
Those companies that help market participants stay abreast of the
innovation are likely to prosper in next year’s Structured Products
technology vendor rankings.

The coming of multi-dealer platforms
The long-heralded move to multi-dealer platforms for the structuring,
pricing and execution of structured products has gained new momentum.
Several technology vendors have assessed the potential and concluded that
the driving forces in the business are heading in only one direction. Seizing
the initiative, they have either launched,
or are in advanced stages of developing,
multi-dealer platforms, while others are
monitoring the situation closely and
deciding whether to make a move.
“We are convinced that over the next
three to four years the structured
products market will shift towards
multi-bank platforms – and as an
independent software company, we are
in a strong position to exploit this
opportunity,” says Mikael Benguigui,
head of equity derivatives at New
York-based SuperDerivatives, which
came ninth overall in this year’s rankings.
Building on its pricing and analytics
and market data capabilities, the
company has created a platform called
SDeX Execution and has already signed
up a number of banks to offer products
via the new channel. SDeX Execution provides facilities to price
structures, interact directly with multiple banks, chat, negotiate and trade
– all online. SuperDerivatives’ plan is for the platform to cover all assets
– so far it is live with commodities, is beta testing forex, and has equities
under development. Unsurprisingly, the early participants in the platform
are smaller banks (which SuperDerivatives would not identify at the
moment), rather than those that have already invested heavily in their
own single bank platforms, such as Barclays, BNP Paribas and UBS.
However, SuperDerivatives is convinced that even these big players will
eventually be forced to participate in the new platforms in order to
maintain their order flow. In this respect, the Asian wealth management
market seems to be leading the way.
In January, a major regional retail and private bank went live with a
multi-dealer structured products platform backed by seven major global
issuers. The platform, which is focused on equity-based products for the
time being, is based on technology from Singapore-based AG Delta,
which came second in the client interface and ecommerce platform
category in the technology vendor rankings. Furthermore, AG Delta is in
the process of piloting a hosted version of its multi-dealer platform for
5
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How the poll was conducted
The 2014 Structured Products Technology Rankings survey received
142 valid responses. Respondents were asked to nominate, between
January 6 and February 4, 2014, the firms that provide the best
product offerings across different markets, such as market risk, credit
risk, pricing and analytics, risk management, and trading systems and
analytics, based on the functionality, usability, performance, return on
investment and reliability provided by technology vendors.
The pricing and analytics and trading systems sections were each
broken down into subcategories that included commodities, credit,
cross-asset, equities, foreign exchange and rates. The categories for
risk management were market and credit.
Nominated technology companies were awarded three points for
a first-choice vote, two points for a second-choice vote and one point
for a third-choice vote. Only technology end-users were allowed to
vote. Structured Products verifies the validity of votes and discounts
invalid votes.

another major global private bank,
says Andrew Au, chief executive
officer for AG Delta.
Au identifies three major factors
driving the industry towards
multi-dealer platforms – the demand
for greater choice of issuer by
end-users; the stress on wealth
management firms’ execution desks
of having to deal with multiple
single-dealer platforms, especially as
market volumes increase; and a
business model where the end-users
who are gaining benefits from the
platform pay the fees rather than the
issuers, as is the case with some earlier
multi-dealer platform initiatives. In
addition, multi-dealer platforms
encourage greater standardisation of
products. For example, AG Delta is creating what it calls “common rules of
engagement” on its platforms for products such as accumulators, which
issuers tend to define in slightly different ways.
The new platforms are not the first attempt at multi-bank or multi-issuer
venues for structured products. For example, several multi-issuer platforms
have been launched in Switzerland over the past few years, including
Vontobel’s deritrade and Derivative Partners’ Derivative.com, with mixed
results. However, technology vendors believe that circumstances are now
more propitious for the success of multi-dealer venues because they are in
line with the path down which regulation and industry practice are rapidly
travelling. This is toward greater transparency in investment and trading,
and verifiable best execution of transactions, under regulation such as the
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (Mifid).
“There is a demand among many firms to increase the number of
counterparties they transact with. They now need to show that they are
talking on a regular basis with more than just one or two counterparties,
and to be able to show that when they execute they have investigated
the market properly and the customer is benefiting from the best price,”
says Benguigui. ●

